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CHRISTIANE GRUBER
BETWEEN LOGOS KALIMA AND LIGHT NŪR: 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD 
IN ISLAMIC PAINTING
Notwithstanding the long-held assumption that Islam 
forbids the representation of figural images, including 
the depiction of the Prophet Muhammad—a wide-
spread belief underlying the furor that broke out fol-
lowing the September 2005 publication of a series of 
caricatures in the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten1—
there nevertheless exists a notable corpus of images of 
Muhammad produced, mostly in the form of manu-
script illustrations, in various regions of the Islamic 
world from the thirteenth century through modern 
times. A good number of these paintings, however, 
underwent later iconoclastic mutilations in which the 
facial features of the Prophet were scratched or smeared 
(fig. 1),2 thus compromising the body of pictorial evi-
dence. Besides cases in which an image was mutilated, 
further surviving materials underscore the diverse and 
sometimes conflicting understandings of the permis-
sibility of image-making in Islamic traditions, whether 
such understandings emerged as cultural constructions 
or reflect personal preferences. 
Variant approaches and responses to images unfor-
tunately render the examination of Islamic pictorial 
production quite speculative in nature. Despite these 
impediments, it is possible to explore some of the 
main iconographic developments and various sym-
bolic implications of representations of Muhammad in 
a number of Islamic artistic traditions. However, it is 
not feasible to offer here a complete coverage of this 
complex subject. Rather, this study attempts to provide 
a preliminary discussion of textual and visual descrip-
tions of the Prophet by concentrating principally on 
Persian materials. Although select Arabic and Otto-
man Turkish texts and images are considered as well 
in order to highlight a particular theme or motif, there 
are two reasons for emphasizing Persian sources: firstly, 
because illustrations of the Prophet flourished in Per-
sian lands, especially during the Ilkhanid (1256–1353), 
Timurid (1370–1506), and Safavid (1501–1722) pe-
riods;3 and secondly, because these depictions are often 
embedded within Persian illustrated historical and bio-
graphical texts, as well as illustrated “Books of Ascen-
sion” (Miʿrājnāmas) and encomia to Muhammad and 
his heavenly ascension (miʿrāj) included in poetic texts 
produced as illustrated manuscripts from the fourteenth 
to the sixteenth centuries.4 
Examining first how scholarship has approached the 
concept of visuality in Islamic pictorial traditions and 
in representations of the Prophet more specifically, this 
study then attempts to sketch out the ways in which the 
Prophet Muhammad has been represented, how such 
depictions developed over the centuries, and some of 
the possible reasons behind the gradual move from 
“veristic” representation (thirteenth to fifteenth cen-
turies) to techniques of abstraction (sixteenth to nine-
teenth centuries). In this development, three principal 
kinds of “portraits” of the Prophet stand out, namely, 
veristic, inscribed, and luminous.5 These divergent pic-
torial trends at times overlap and therefore reveal that 
one particular iconographic tradition did not necessar-
ily belong to one time or place. 
Verism or veristic representation is defined here as 
the manner in which an artist attempts to depict the 
human form as it is visible to the human eye, by includ-
ing such details as facial features, bodily limbs, and 
other physical characteristics. The adjective “veristic” 
is used interchangeably with the terms “mimetic,” “nat-
uralistic,” and “realistic” as a suitable means to describe 
visually what is essentially not a “real” person but rather 
a “memory image.”6 The painter’s technique therefore 
involves the desire to represent the depicted subject’s 
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physical reality in a natural manner, even if the sub-
ject (like the Prophet Muhammad) is no longer alive 
and thus exists not in the flesh but rather in recollec-
tion—a process of memory-building that can depend 
on iterations emerging from both culturally circum-
scribed mnenomic cues and an artist’s own system of 
visual associations.
Inscribed depictions of the Prophet contain inscrip-
tions either below or above a painted surface—usu-
ally the Prophet’s white facial veil—and thus reveal the 
painter’s processual approach to image-making and / or 
the viewer’s active reception to it. In general, inscribed 
“portraits” highlight the affective power of images of 
the Prophet, and suggest a relationship to personal 
invocation and prayer (duʿāʾ) practices, which tend to 
call forth the Prophet through a combination of ver-
bal prayers and mental picturing. In such representa-
tions, a written text serves to buttress a visual construct, 
while the declarative mode helps to realize the demon-
strative mode.
Luminous paintings adopt the metaphorical language 
of the golden aureole to convey the Prophet’s sacred, pri-
mordial, and creative light, called the “light of Muham-
mad” (nūr Muammad).7 This pictorial technique seeks 
to transcend the restrictions of mimetic description in 
order to herald the Prophet as a cosmic entity freed 
from temporal boundaries and corporeal limitations. 
His body, just like the rest of the existential world, was 
widely believed to have been created by the sensible 
touch of primordial irradiation, a sensate yet empyreal 
substance. Artists interested in conveying the Proph-
et’s preexistent luminescence purposefully stressed this 
more avataristic element by including golden blazes 
and halos in their paintings. In other words, the picto-
rial technique of representing Muhammad’s numinous 
qualities engages with abstract thought (as it pertains to 
the prophetic body) and transfers the process of intellec-
tual allegory to artistic production by deploying certain 
choice motifs, including the flaming nimbus. 
What these three principal genres of depiction dis-
close is that the Prophet could be imagined in multi-
ple ways and that this variety reveals a complex and 
nuanced approach to describing Muhammad by writ-
ers and artists alike. Similarly, the emergence of meth-
ods of abstracting the prophetic body from circa 1400 
onward in paintings frequently attached to texts of mys-
tical inclinations suggests that images of the Prophet 
were, at least to some extent, influenced by various mys-
tical ideas and practices, which themselves became fur-
ther ensconced within Persian spheres under the royal 
auspices of the Sufi-Shiʿi Safavid dynasty.8 Displacing 
the veristic mode, pictorial techniques that abstract the 
prophetic body appear to have emerged at this time 
much more from the allegorical desire to represent a 
more “metaphorical Muhammad” than from attempts 
to prohibit or eradicate his depiction—the latter being 
only one facet of a distinctively modern phenomenon.9
Fig. 1. The Prophet Muhammad’s ascension (defaced), from 
Amir Khusraw Dihlavi’s Malaʿ al-anvār (The Rising of the 
Lights), located in an anthology of Persian poetry, Yazd, 810 
(1407). Topkapı Palace Library, Istanbul, Ms. H. 796, fol. 4v. 
(Photo: Christiane Gruber)
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The imaginative attempts to recollect the Proph-
et’s body and being in mystical milieus find intriguing 
parallels in the visual arts as well. For these reasons, it 
appears that depictions of the Prophet were reflective 
of pre-modern mystical and popular sentiments call-
ing for a visualization of Muhammad through the twin 
procedures of remembrance and evocation. Sufi writ-
ers discussing the subject in particular believed that the 
Prophet had both a human (nāsūt) and superhuman 
(lāhūt) nature united into one being,10 and that his cor-
poreal form occurred only after the physical appearance 
of his primordial light. Therefore, Muhammad’s phys-
ical manifestation in corpore can be understood as an 
ongoing process of theophany, oftentimes beyond the 
visual reach of the believer’s eyes. 
In order to convey the antipodes of disclosure and 
exposure, artists likewise seem to have experimented 
with various motifs and techniques to communicate 
visually the Prophet’s exceptional status. In turn, such 
explorations crystallized into specific pictorial tradi-
tions that could be given new meanings in different con-
texts, be these Shiʿi, Sunni, Sufi, or some combination 
thereof. Although it remains difficult to determine the 
exact character and changing meanings of images of the 
Prophet, an analysis of pictorial details and an explora-
tion of text-image relations—anchored in a historical 
but not historicist framework—can offer some prelim-
inary suggestions as to the various symbolic and inter-
active mechanisms through which representations of 
Muhammad came to be formed and received during 
the pre-modern period.
MODES OF VISUALITIES AND 
THE PROPHETIC CORPUS
Scholars have examined portraiture practices in Islamic 
traditions and how such traditions tend to embrace 
either non-naturalistic or abstract modes of representa-
tion. Two particular theories attempt to explain artists’ 
quests to go beyond the mimetic imitation of forms, 
which is itself based on the scientific mechanisms of 
visual perception. One hypothesis, put forth by Alex-
andre Papadopoulo, proposes that artists purposefully 
utilized certain forms (bodily topoi) and shunned others 
(linear and aerial perspective) in order to achieve inveri-
similitude.11 Papadopoulo argues that the lack of optical 
naturalism in Islamic art hints that artists attempted to 
capture something beyond the physical world. Rather 
than representing a likeness bound by the parameters of 
physiognomic verisimilitude, artists indeed seemed to 
acknowledge the possibilities of identifications existing 
above and beyond the restrictive limitations of physi-
cal mimicry. Although suffering from limited credibil-
ity, Papadopoulo’s point of view attempts to provide 
one way of explaining why Islamic systems of portrait- 
making did not evolve from flat and frontal to natural 
and three-dimensional, as in the case of Western tradi-
tions of portraiture.
 A second commonly held belief contends that in 
Islamic practices the total negation of physical form and 
the predilection for verbal description displace more 
conventional methods of portraiture, due to the putative 
(and often transgressed) prohibition of figural imagery. 
This hypothesis is borne out most especially by tradi-
tions of representing the Prophet Muhammad through 
the non-figurative verbal description known as a ilya 
(fig. 2).12 Primarily produced in Ottoman spheres from 
the seventeenth century onward, the ilya (or Ottoman 
Turkish, ilye) could mediate a visual recollection of the 
Prophet through verbal expression. However, the ilya 
represents only a modern development of practices con-
cerned with conveying an “image” of the Prophet—
in this case, a later artistic tradition whose text-based 
aniconicity reflects only one possible culmination of 
abstracting tendencies in the figural arts of Islam.
Beyond inverisimilitude and the negation of form, 
methods of visualizing and depicting persons as rich 
and complex entities blending presence and essence—
and not just material fact13—have been central to prac-
tices of portraiture in a variety of cultural traditions.14 
In fact, the general shift from understanding a portrait 
as a simple likeness to perceiving it as a procedure that 
aims to describe an individual’s entire character has 
led to new discussions that highlight the deep divide 
between vision, as the scientific mechanism linked to 
the production of sight, and visuality, which encom-
passes the many culturally contingent modes of seeing. 
Although vision has traditionally been understood in 
terms of artistic production and visuality in terms of 
viewer reception, it can be argued that both are insep-
arable and can serve as complementary channels for 
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individual contemplation. As a consequence, most tra-
ditions of portrait-making and portrait-viewing utilize 
optical depiction, sight, gaze, and mental imagina-
tion in an attempt to achieve a total visionary expe-
rience.15 
Oftentimes experiential confrontations in picto-
rial form come to fruition through the phenomenol-
ogy of seeing in religious contexts. While art history’s 
methods of analyzing compositional forms as histor-
ically and symbolically significant provide one venue 
for understanding religious painting, other approaches 
(iconographical analysis, text-image relations, etc.) may 
illuminate how a representation can act as an effec-
tive medium for the stimulation of affective piety, thus 
 functioning as a meditative or devotional image—in 
other words, what historians of medieval European art 
have called an Andachtsbild.16
Even though methodological tools from Western art 
history have been adopted to explore traditions of icon-
making and depictions of the sacred in a variety of cul-
tures, these have rarely been utilized to examine the 
practice of making and viewing pictures in an Islamic 
context, due to the prevalent belief that traditions of 
“religious iconography” simply do not exist in Islamic 
artistic practices.17 Despite such impediments to explor-
ing the role of images in possibly religious or devotional 
contexts, scholars such as Priscilla Soucek have broken 
new ground by examining how painters and  viewers 
Fig. 2. Verbal description (ilya) of the Prophet Muhammad, Istanbul, 1130 (1718). Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 
1-88-154.13. (Photo: courtesy of the Library of Congress)
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might have envisioned and engaged with images in 
Islamic traditions. 
Soucek has pursued questions of audience recep-
tion, using this methodological approach as a basis for 
exploring theories of visual perception as they pertain 
to practices of Islamic portraiture.18 For instance, based 
on Persian textual sources, she demonstrates that a pic-
torial image can be engendered by the viewer’s mental 
activity of imagination (khiyāl).19 A number of Persian 
writers in fact contend that portraits are expected to 
lead their audiences from the formal image (ūrat) to 
its more elevated meaning or inner reality (maʿnī), that 
is, from the phenomenal world to a visionary encoun-
ter with the unseen.20 This process may itself cause the 
viewer to engage in other forms of encounters as well, 
some of which may be religious or spiritual in nature.
This visual approach, which uses the formal mode to 
hint at an elevated meaning, appears eminently suited to 
images of the prophets, themselves understood as visual 
epiphanies of being (tajalliyyāt al-wujūd)21 whose outer 
forms are only fully appreciable through the viewer’s 
inner perception (al-bāira al-bāina).22 For these rea-
sons, representations of prophets in Islamic traditions—
much like a number of philosophical and mystical texts 
describing the bi-substantial prophetic condition of 
presence (wujūd) and essence (dhāt)—must extend the 
boundaries of mimetic description, both at the moment 
of the artist’s production and, later, at the time of the 
viewer’s reception. In other words, both the maker 
and beholder of an image can be dared to rise above 
the creation or perception of an “outer form” in order 
to engage with an “inner form.” This challenge there-
fore involves abstract thought put into artistic practice 
through the supple lexicon of symbolic form.
The Prophet Muhammad, as a mortal man and as 
the collective prototype of all humanity, is defined in a 
variety of Islamic mystical, theological, and philosophi-
cal writings as both existential being and pre-existential 
reality. The widely held belief in the Prophet’s bi-sub-
stantial nature has permeated Islamic literature and 
popular piety from the beginnings of Islam to the pres-
ent day.23 This twofold approach, adopted by biogra-
phers, historians, exegetes, philosophers, and mystics 
alike, coalesced into the “Doctrine of the Person of the 
Prophet Muhammad,”24 which promotes its  protagonist 
as Mensch and Urmensch, as corporeal and transcen-
dent, and as phenomenal and primordial all at once. 
Bearing in mind this widespread belief, should not 
attempts to depict the Prophet as a human organism 
and cosmic being arise in the visual arts as well?
This study builds upon the answers that emerge from 
this fundamental question in order to demonstrate that 
a number of pictorial strategies were adopted to con-
vey the compound nature of the Prophet Muhammad. 
These techniques, which were used especially after 
circa 1400 and were applied to illustrations accompa-
nying mystical and poetic texts, displaced earlier veristic 
methods of depiction deployed largely within narrative 
contexts and henceforth became “normalized” within 
the pictorial arts of Islam.
In early texts within or deriving from the hadith (Say-
ings of the Prophet) genre,25 attempts at thoroughly 
describing the Prophet Muhammad’s physical traits 
and personal characteristics—both of which are encom-
passed under the literary rubric of shamāʾil (features or 
character)—form the main impetus for envisaging the 
Prophet. Texts on the Prophet’s shamāʾil composed by 
well-established authors such as al-Tirmidhi (d. 880),26 
al-Baghawi (d. ca. 1117),27 and Ibn Kathir (d. 1373)28 
are expository, and thus bear a strong resemblance to 
veristic portraits of the Prophet Muhammad that other-
wise shy away from techniques of physical abstraction. 
In this case, images and texts are both explanatory in 
nature and devoid of verbal and pictorial embellish-
ments that seek to overly abstract or conceptualize 
the prophetic corpus. The stress on legibility in textual 
sources parallels the emphasis on the Prophet’s visibil-
ity in paintings produced between circa 1200 and 1400.
On the other hand, philosophical works and Sufi 
manuals, particularly those composed by famous mys-
tics like Ibn ʿArabi (d. 1240),29 ʿAbd al-Karim al-Jili 
(d. 1408),30 and Abu ʿAbdallah Muha mmad al-Jazuli 
(d. 1465),31 among many, reveal a shift in popular prac-
tices related to the devotion of the Prophet Muham-
mad. In these kinds of works, the Prophet is praised as 
the perfect or complete man (al-insān al-kāmil), as well 
as a vehicle or channel (wasīla), an isthmus or bound-
ary point (barzakh), and a medium or intermediary 
(wāsia) between God and man.32 Sufi writers such as al-
Jili also point out that the Prophet’s nature continuously 
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 fluctuates between the phenomenal world (al-adath) 
and everlasting being (al-qidām).33 Sufi texts stress that 
through mental contemplation and meditation the 
devotee can achieve total union (tawīd) and self-anni-
hilation in the Prophet (fanāʾ fī’l-Rasūl).34 
These mystical methods of communion with the pro-
phetic corpus necessitated the development of an ide-
ational vocabulary that tended quite often to divest the 
Prophet of his human attributes and transform him into 
an emblem of superhuman proportions. Forming a par-
ticular process of intellection, these abstracting tenden-
cies find intriguing parallels in the obscuring pictorial 
details found in depictions of the Prophet. Such paint-
ings, which include inscribed prayers or portray the 
Prophet as the elemental and luminous nūr Muammad, 
likewise seek to convey the sum total of the Prophet’s 
spiritual and material makeup. It appears that the rise 
of mystical practices and Sufi poetry were guiding fac-
tors in elaborating new concepts of the prophetic per-
sona and hence its representation after circa 1400. 
Armed with an “equipoise between poetry and paint-
ing,”35 artists appear to have wanted to shed the kind 
of pictorial didacticism found in bio-historical texts in 
favor of more abstract visual forms derived from poet-
ical expressions that could facilitate an aesthetic expe-
rience.36 By 1500, abstracting visual forms gained such 
prevalence in both Sunni and Shiʿi milieus that they 
formed a particular pictorial “canon,” amenable to var-
ious adaptations and interpretations.
THE VERISTIC MODE: PORTRAYING 
THE PROPHET’S SHAMĀʾIL
The earliest extant paintings of the Prophet Muham-
mad depict him as a fully visible corporeal figure, whose 
facial features or shamāʾil are neither hidden beneath 
a veil nor engulfed by flames. These sorts of realistic 
depictions of the Prophet are included in the earliest 
surviving illustrated manuscripts produced from the 
period of Anatolian Seljuk (1077–1307) and Ilkhanid 
rule to the beginning of the Safavid reign. The texts 
themselves belong largely to the historical and bio-
graphical literary genres, and thus are primarily con-
cerned with conveying important  information about 
Islamic history and explaining the life and deeds of the 
Prophet Muhammad.
When closely examined, however, expository texts 
and images do not seem to abrogate spiritual encounters. 
The close connection between textual exposition and 
spiritual contemplation is best illustrated in the liter-
 ary genre known as Shamāʾil al-Rasūl, or the Features 
of the Prophet. These kinds of works were produced as 
early as the ninth century and describe the physical traits 
and personality of the Prophet. They are closely asso-
ciated with other texts that describe his physical attri-
butes and personality as manifest proofs of his prophecy 
(dalāʾil al-nubuwwa).37 The shamāʾil genre can be classi-
fied as “explanatory hadith,” because each text presents 
a compendium of Sayings about the Prophet’s features 
and character, as transmitted by his companions and 
other eyewitnesses. Each hadith is then followed by a 
clarification of its meaning: for example, al-Tirmidhi 
collected over 397 sayings on the Prophet’s shamāʾil and 
divided them into fifty-five discrete chapters describing, 
to name just a few, Muhammad’s facial features, com-
plexion, hair, shoes, and turban.
 Although burdened by the close attention paid to 
each hadith’s chain of transmission (isnād) and charac-
terized by a matter-of-fact rhetoric, it is clear that works 
in the shamāʾil genre were intended to provide a spiri-
tual blueprint for commemorating and visualizing the 
Prophet Muhammad long after his death. As al-Tirmi-
dhi states in the introduction to his Shamāʾil al-Rasūl: 
To draw a pen-picture of his appearance is beyond one’s 
capacity, but the companions have endeavored, accord-
ing to their capabilities, to preserve what little they could, 
of which some is written here…They have done the 
community an immense favor by conveying the perfect 
intrinsic knowledge, as well as the perfect conspicuous 
elegance and beauty of the Prophet. When an unfulfilled 
lover is deprived of meeting the beloved then he stands in 
front of the beloved’s house remembering the features of 
his beloved in an attempt to gain some solace. It is from 
habits and features that the heart is appeased.38
Al-Tirmidhi describes how a pictorial representation 
fades in comparison to the Prophet’s companions’ 
attempts at describing the facial traits and character of 
their “beloved.” Thanks to collections of such descrip-
tions, the author further notes, he who has not had the 
opportunity to see or meet Muhammad in person can 
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find comfort through the continual recollection and 
cele bration of the Prophet’s character and physical 
traits, themselves forming “memory images” capable 
of soothing an aspirant.
 Since only one generation of believers saw the actual 
physical body of the Prophet, many thereafter had to try 
to perceive his form through verbal and visual meth-
ods of sustained contemplation.39 This notion, as put 
forth in Arabic-language shamāʾil texts of the early 
period, also infiltrated Persian works by the early thir-
teenth century at the latest. For instance, the historian 
Najm al-Din Abu Bakr Mahmud b. ʿ Ali al-Ravandi, best 
known for having written a history of the Anatolian 
Seljuks, composed a shamāʾil-like text entitled Sharaf 
al-Nabī (The Nobility of the Prophet), which he began 
in 1202 and completed in 1211.40 Written in Persian, 
his Sharaf al-Nabī is based on and expands an earlier 
text in Arabic written by Abu Saʿd ʿAbd al-Malik b. Abi 
ʿUthman al-Waʿiz, a Sufi shaykh who composed treatises 
on mystical thought and practice. In his introduction, 
al-Ravandi tells us that he translated al-Waʿiz’s Sharaf 
al-nubuwwa (The Nobility of Prophethood) so that it 
could be useful and instructive to Persian speakers; this 
remark is then followed by sixty-one chapters describ-
ing Muhammad, his character and physique, and his pro-
phetic mission, as well as the merits of visiting his tomb, 
directing prayers towards him, and contemplating him 
through the imaginative faculty (khiyāl) and in dream 
(khwāb). Al-Ravandi’s work and others like it helped 
spread knowledge in Persian lands about the Proph-
et’s physical features while also contributing to a more 
notional envisaging of the prophetic persona by mixing 
expository writing with conceptual thought.
 At the same time as al-Ravandi finished his Sharaf 
al-Nabī in the early thirteenth century, an illustrated 
manuscript of ʿ Ayyuqi’s tragic story of the lovers Varqa 
and Gulshah was completed in Konya between circa 
1200 and 1250. The manuscript contains the two earli-
est surviving representations of Muhammad, one of 
which depicts him resurrecting the two dead lovers 
upon the Damascene Jews’ conversion to Islam (fig. 3).41 
In this scene, the Prophet sits cross-legged in the center 
of the composition; much like the other characters, he 
is depicted with facial features and a halo. Only his long 
black outer cloak (burda), which partially covers the top 
of his turban, along with his central location in the com-
position and his seated position, sets him apart, thereby 
suggesting a moment of authority and solemnity—
namely, the ultimate triumph of Islam within the salvific 
context of redemption and resurrection.42 In this paint-
ing, the Prophet remains rather undifferentiated from 
the other protagonists; such a lack of pictorial focus on 
Muhammad might be traceable to ʿAyyuqi’s text. Orig-
inally composed between circa 1000 and 1050 during 
Fig. 3. The Prophet Muhammad, accompanied by the King of Sham and the four Rightly-Guided Caliphs, resurrects Varqa 
and Gulshah from their tomb. From ʿAyyuqi’s Varqa va Gulshāh, Konya, ca. 1200–1250. Topkapı Palace Library, Istanbul, 
Ms. H. 481, fol. 70r. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Library)
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the early Ghaznavid period (975–1187), ʿ Ayyuqi’s Varqa 
va Gulshāh places emphasis on the moralizing aspect 
of the episode, rather than on affective attachment to 
the persona of the Prophet. Such a narrational—rather 
than devotional—approach is rather typical of Islamic 
texts produced in Persian lands during the early period. 
The drive to present the Prophet in narrative terms in 
ʿAyyuqi’s text, as well as in descriptive detail in al-Ra-
vandi’s Sharaf al-Nabī and in other texts in the shamāʾil 
genre, also infiltrated other writings in Persian, most 
notably prologues praising Muhammad initiating larger 
works in the belletristic (adab) genre. For example, 
another extant representation of the Prophet appears 
in the encomium to Saʿd al-Din al-Varavini’s collection 
of didactic fables entitled Marzubānnāma (Book of the 
Margrave), executed in Baghdad in 1299 (fig. 4). In this 
painting, the Prophet sits cross-legged and enthroned, 
wearing his large white head shawl over his blue robe. 
Two flying angels, whose faces have been scratched out, 
hover above him holding a fluttering drapery. The angel 
on the right appears to offer Muhammad a branch or to 
pour rays of light upon him, while the angel on the left 
appears to anoint him with a heavenly liquid or scent. 
Other figures sit or stand around the Prophet; however, 
like the other two paintings in the manuscript, their 
faces, and in particular their eyes, were damaged at a 
later date.43
The Persian text immediately above and below the 
image describes the Prophet as emitting radiance much 
like a torch of light (mashʿala-i nūr) and his two sandals 
(naʿlaynash) as exuding the minty smell of the penny-
royal or black poley herb (kaisū-i ūr).44 The angels 
above Muhammad imbue him with the dual synesthetic 
attributes of numinous brilliance and fragrant aroma, 
adding a layer to the Prophet’s features not otherwise 
visible upon first glance. The petalled flowers and leaves 
in the foreground, moreover, may represent two penny-
royal flowers, thus offering a more olfactory  evocation 
of Muhammad’s prophetic aroma, itself praised in 
al-Varavini’s text as a “perfumed earth” (turbat-i 
muʿaar).45
Even though the painting’s composition and corre-
sponding text suggest that the Prophet’s inner essence, 
perfumed and radiant, can be a subject of praise and 
mental picturing, it also pays heed to his more observ-
able features. Indeed, Muhammad’s shamāʾil are 
extolled in the two lines of Arabic poetry below the 
painting, which read:
Salāmu Allāh kulla abāi yawmin ʿalā tilka’l-arāʾibi 
 wa’l-shamāʾil
Salāmu murannain li’l-shawqi attā yamīlu min al-
 yamīni ilā’l-shamāʾil46
Peace of God every morning of a day upon those char- 
 acteristics and features
Peace upon a frenzied one who, in longing, rocks 
 from the right to the lefts 
The poem exalts the noble character of the Prophet’s 
features (arāʾib and shamāʾil) and the mystic’s sway-
ing upon contemplating them. By using a double 
entendre based on the plural of the word “left” (sing. 
Fig. 4. The Prophet Muhammad enthroned, from Saʿd al-Din 
al-Varavini’s Marzubānnāma (Book of the Margrave), Bagh-
dad, 698 (1299). Archaeological Museum Library, Istanbul, 
Ms. 216, fol. 2v. (Photo: courtesy of Marianna S. Simpson)
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shimāl; pl. shamāʾil) and the term regularly used to 
describe Muhammad’s personality and physical fea-
tures (shamāʾil), the author al-Varavini equates the 
ecstatic reflection upon the Prophet’s personal traits 
with the visionary’s bodily oscillations.
 Based on the Persian text and the Arabic poem in 
honor of the Prophet inserted into it, it is possible to 
suggest that the painting in the Marzubānnāma is 
intended to depict the Prophet’s companions, sitting 
or standing around him as they meditate on his non-
corporeal attributes (scent and light) while simultane-
ously recalling his facial traits (shamāʾil). The men’s 
postures hint that they are engaged in spiritual reflec-
tion and in active prayer: all look upward towards their 
epiphanized vision of the Prophet and the angels. One 
man seated to the left of the Prophet raises both hands, 
palms facing upwards, in a gesture of piety known as the 
rafʿ al-yadayn (raising of the two hands). Swaying back 
and forth, seated, or raising their hands in prayer, the 
onlookers are engaged in a visual and rapturous praise 
of the Prophet’s characteristics. Theirs is a devotional 
practice that engenders a powerful imagination of the 
Prophet. The image’s large scale and vertical format also 
force the viewer-reader to a halt, in effect activating a 
de-narrativized and de-poeticized visual contemplation 
of the prophetic presence, itself deployed through pic-
torial form and through the suggestion of scent.
 In the background of the composition stands a lone 
tree, whose branches and leaves caress the upper left 
corner of the picture’s frame. Not simply a landscape 
feature in the composition, the tree in this particular 
instance may stand in for the Prophet’s totality. A num-
ber of mystical texts, such as Ibn ʿArabi’s short treatise 
entitled Shajarat al-kawn (The Tree of Being), describe 
the Prophet Muhammad as a large tree, growing and 
proliferating in a cosmic fashion. Much like the human 
and superhuman nature of the Prophet, the Tree of 
Being’s inner core is outwardly visible:
When it became firm and grew taller there came from its 
upper and lower branches the world of form (ūra) and 
idea (maʿnā). What came from the outer bark and visible 
covering was the earthly world (mulk). What came from 
its inner core and the quintessence of its hidden mean-
ing was the angelic world (malakūt). What came from 
the sap running in the passages of its veins, from which 
come its increase, its life, its splendor, which causes the 
flowering and its fruitage, was the exalted world 
( jabarūt), which is the secret of the word “be” (kun)…
Whenever anything happens in this tree, or whenever 
anything descends from it, such things raise humble 
hands of entreaty.47
Like the Tree of Being, the Prophet bears an outer form 
(ūra),48 or bark, that is visible, and an unseen inner 
essence (maʿnā), or sap, that nourishes the world. It is 
this Muhammad, as the quintessential Tree of Being, 
who links this world with the otherworld and forms the 
target of the devotee’s prayers. As a symbolic stand-in 
for the Prophet’s everlasting bi-substantial existence, 
the tree evokes his ever-expanding being. Similarly, the 
pennyroyal flowers in the foreground visually fill the 
composition with Muhammad’s prophetic redolence, 
itself a frequent subject of praise in Islamic literature.49
 Although the Prophet’s facial features are now miss-
ing, the artist may have represented Muhammad’s vis-
age in a manner similar to a painting included in the 
laudatory preface to another collection of  didactic 
fables entitled Kalīla va Dimna, produced as an illus-
trated manuscript in Iran between circa 1350 and 
1400 (fig. 5).50 In the painting, the Prophet rides his 
human-headed flying steed Buraq, while accompanied 
by the angel Gabriel on the left and another angel on 
the right as he embarks on his miʿrāj. He wears a blue 
robe with inscribed decorative bands (irāz), as well as a 
white turban with its end flap (shamla) wrapped around 
his neck and folded over his left shoulder. Although his 
facial features have sustained some damage, his black 
beard, arch-shaped eyebrows, round cheeks, rosy lips, 
and two long hair plaits are still visible, as is the flaming 
nimbus radiating from his head and turban.
 The tales of Kalīla va Dimna, which describe the 
adventures of two jackals, were composed in Arabic 
around 750 by ʿAbdallah ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, who drew 
from the Sanskrit Panchatantra and its Pahlavi (Middle 
Persian) translation. Around 1145, the Persian writer 
Nasrallah Munshi—who, like ʿ Ayyuqi, was in the service 
of the Ghaznavids—translated Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ’s Arabic 
text into Persian, adding his own introduction, which he 
called “the translator’s preface” (dībācha-i mutarjim), 
and a new conclusion, which he entitled “the transla-
tor’s close” (khātima-i mutarjim).51 The introduction, 
which praises God and the Prophet Muhammad, pro-
vides a pious prolegomenon to Kalīla va Dimna, in effect 
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of a eulogistic preface that stresses the wondrous nature 
of the Prophet’s heavenly ascent.
Nasrallah Munshi’s text and its Qurʾanic excerpts 
command the believing viewer-reader to send prayers to 
the Prophet in Arabic, which functions as a sacred lan-
guage in contraposition to the text’s Persian “vulgate.” 
By extension, the image serves as a pictorial guide for 
the directing of such prayers, adding a level of blessing 
above and beyond a textual template.54 In this case, as in 
the Marzubānnāma, the author’s preface and the atten-
dant image combine effectively to promote the praising 
and visualizing of Muhammad through an opening pic-
torial accolade embedded into a larger illustrated work 
of a didactic and propaedeutic nature. 
In the painting of the Prophet’s miʿrāj from Nas r-
allah Munshi’s Kalīla va Dimna, Muhammad’s slightly 
round face (wajh al-tadwīr), his black eyes and long 
 folding these moralizing tales into the larger framework 
of Persian Islamic literature produced from the ninth 
to the twelfth centuries and illustrated during the thir-
teenth and fourteenth centuries at the latest.
After praising God in his introduction, Nasrallah 
Munshi pays homage to Muhammad, the seal of the 
prophets (khātam al-nabiyyīn), whose evident mira-
cles are visible even to disbelievers.52 These miracles, the 
author continues, appear in a number of verses in the 
Qurʾan. One such verse, as quoted immediately above 
the painting, reads: “Indeed, God and His angels send 
blessings on the Prophet. O you who believe, send your 
blessings on him and salute him with respect!”53 This 
excerpt encourages the faithful to praise and honor 
Muhammad, much as God and His angels do on the 
occasion of his miraculous ascension to the skies. This 
invitation is particularly appropriate within the context 
Fig. 5. The Prophet Muhammad’s ascension, from Nasrallah Munshi’s Kalīla va Dimna, possibly Shiraz, ca. 1350–1400. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris, Suppl. Persan Ms. 376, fol. 2v. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de 
France)
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tavāul-i vujūd āmadī az nukhust
digar har cha mawjūd shud farʿ–i tūst59
You, from the first became existence’s continuance
All else existent is a branch of you60
The expression tavāul-i vujūd (existence’s continu-
ance) describes the organic conduit of Muhammad’s 
light, as primordial and productive flux,61 while also 
calling to mind the analogy of the Prophet to the Sha-
jarat al-Kawn or Tree of Being. 
At least twice in his tribute, Saʿdi overtly encour-
ages the reader to give praise (duʿāʾ) to the Prophet. 
eyelashes, his beautiful wheat-colored complexion and 
radiant color (ahar al-lawn), his long and very dark 
hair (shadīd sawād al-shaʿr), his full and dense beard, 
and the slight turn of his body are depicted much as they 
are described in the shamāʾil texts composed by al-Tir-
midhi, al-Baghawi, and Ibn Kathir.55 The inclusion of 
his long cloak, robe, turban, and hair plaits, moreover, 
provides the indexical properties required to signify his 
identity, a common practice of portraiture utilized to 
distinguish a person by his associated accoutrements 
and memorabilia.56 This essentially detail-oriented tra-
dition of representation lends the painting an aura of 
naturalism and spontaneity, while helping the accul-
turated viewer to identify the Prophet Muhammad 
through readily recognizable visual cues.
 Although these kinds of portraits of the Prophet tend 
to fade around 1500, there nevertheless exist a few later 
Persian paintings that continue veristic traditions of 
depiction. For example, one unusual painting probably 
executed in Bukhara (Uzbekistan) around the middle of 
the sixteenth century also conveys the notion that a con-
templative viewer can observe the entirety of Muham-
mad’s shamāʾil (fig. 6).57 Located in the introductory 
section in praise of the Prophet in the Bustān (Fruit 
Orchard) by Saʿdi (d. 1292), the composition depicts 
Muhammad’s miʿrāj above three meditative men kneel-
ing in an enclosed space. Above the building’s entrance 
door, on the far right, appears the shahāda (the profes-
sion of faith, “There is no God but God and Muham-
mad is His Messenger”), inscribed on a horizontal frieze 
of blue panels. In a niche in the background, the smoke 
of a brazier appears to engender a luminous vision of 
the Prophet, above whom angels hover in the skies. 
Here, Muhammad is again represented in a natural-
istic manner: facial features such as his beard, his two 
long tresses, and his almond-shaped eyes are fully vis-
ible.
 Saʿdi’s encomium to the Prophet provides the tex-
tual vehicle for praising Muhammad, his many names 
(asmāʾ al-nabī), and the nūr Muammad. The author 
describes him with various honorific epithets and adjec-
tives, such as intercessor (shafīʿ), prophet (nabī), and 
generous (karīm).58 The author invokes the Prophet 
directly as God’s creative light:
Fig. 6. The Prophet Muhammad ascends over three Sufis, 
from Saʿdi’s Bustān (Fruit Orchard), text calligraphed in 
920 (1514) and painting added ca. 1550 in Bukhara. The 
Metro politan Museum of Art, New York, 1974.294.2. (Photo: 
courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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corpus, through the symbolic mechanisms afforded by 
the formal idioms of the pictorial mode.
 Veristic representations of Muhammad embody a 
particular trend in prophetic iconography in the thir-
teenth and fourteenth centuries, with very rare excep-
tions of the genre (as in the painting in Saʿdi’s preface) 
dating from after 1500. The reasons for this trend are 
many and may include the following: the influence of 
descriptive shamāʾil texts translated into Persian, the 
selection of biographical and historical (rather than 
poetic) texts for illustration, and a general ease with 
the figural arts during this period—an ease and direct-
ness that, due to a constellation of cultural and artis-
tic factors, would eventually give way to more abstract 
methods of representing the prophetic corpus.
KALIMA PORTRAITS: INSCRIBING AND 
INVOKING THE PROPHET
Although veristic portraits sometimes appear after 1400, 
they were largely displaced by renditions of the Prophet 
that combined figural form with textual inscription. 
The earliest examples of such hybrid compositions are 
best called “graphical” or “word” (kalima) portraits 
because Muhammad’s facial features are removed and 
replaced by the vocative statement Yā Muammad! 
(O Muhammad!). Inscriptions that replace his eyes, 
nose, and mouth literally deface him, rendering his 
visage an “imagetext,” that is, a representation that is 
neither image nor text alone but a synthesis that is either 
viewed or experienced as both.68 This two-pronged 
approach to the creation and reception of the Proph-
et’s image suggests that artists and viewers turned to 
epigraphic details (the graphic mode) to explain and 
expand upon the Prophet’s physical representation (the 
pictorial mode).
 Inscribed portraits of the Prophet from circa 1400 
onward seem indebted to the steady spread of Sufi 
thought, which developed the religious belief that God’s 
divine word or logos (kalima) manifested itself in the 
person of Muhammad rather than just in or through 
the Qurʾan. At the heart of this idea lies the conviction 
that God transmitted His revelations through His mes-
senger, and that these revelations, much like men’s des-
tinies, had been inscribed with His divine pen (qalam) 
For example, towards the start of his encomium, he asks 
himself how he might best laud the Prophet:
cha naʿt-i pasandīda gūyam turā?
ʿalayka al-salām, ay Nabī al-warā62
How shall I eulogize you acceptably?
Peace upon you, o Prophet to humanity63
And then the author concludes:
Cha vafat kunad Saʿdī-yi nātamām
ʿalayka al-alāh, ay Nabī wa’l-salām64
How can an imperfect Saʿdi describe you justly?
Prayer and peace upon you, o Prophet65
The author wishes to extend a fitting laudation to 
Muhammad but bemoans the fact that his text cannot 
provide a perfect or complete description (vaf )  of his 
larger-than-life being.
Transcending the author’s limitations, the com-
plementary painting offers a tangible representation 
of devotees fully engaged in visualizing the Prophet, 
his physical form, and his heavenly light through the 
medium of oral praise. The three figures may well rep-
resent the companions of the Prophet and the first three 
caliphs, Abu Bakr, ʿUmar, and ʿUthman, who person-
ally knew the Prophet and described his shamāʾil.66 
The man on the left with the white beard (possibly Abu 
Bakr) holds prayer beads, thus suggesting that he is 
engrossed in contemplating Muhammad and his pro-
phetic form. In a dialogic manner, one could also inter-
pret the three men as devout viewer-readers engaged in 
reflective prayer as prompted by Saʿdi’s preface, while 
the brazier in the background generates a reified image 
of the Prophet Muhammad.
 Much like the earlier “featured” portraits discussed 
previously, this rare sixteenth-century painting reveals 
a great indebtedness to its accompanying text, as well 
as to shamāʾil literature, which formed the basis for 
describing the Prophet’s attributes as integrated in 
subsequent laudatory prefaces included in illustrated 
Persian manuscripts. In these contexts, Muhammad is 
depicted in a veristic or expository manner, not only as 
an individual but, more importantly, as the most perfect 
prototype (nuskha) of humankind.67 The representation 
of his physical features and garments, moreover, pro-
vides a means to conceptualize and praise his prophetic 
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in Persian spheres, but in Ottoman circles as well.72 For 
example, a Safavid painting depicting ʿAli, the Prophet 
Muhammad’s son-in-law, storming the Khaybar for-
tress reveals a similar kind of underpainting (fig. 8).73 
The composition, which is included in a manuscript of 
al-Nishapuri’s Qia al-anbiyāʾ (Stories of the Proph-
ets) executed probably in Qazvin between circa 1570 
and 1580, has suffered some wear through the centu-
ries, and the pigments have flecked off partially to reveal 
the underpainting. Just like the sketch from circa 1400, 
Muhammad’s face, which appears in the background 
on a tablet (law) since time immemorial.69 Mystics 
and esoteric philosophers equated this primordial tab-
let with the occult knowledge of God, hidden from 
human comprehension, but perceptible by the mys-
tic through sudden flashes of inspiration. This idea, in 
turn, applied to the Prophet Muhammad, with whom 
Sufis attempted to communicate through the devotional 
practices of recollection, oral worship, and invocation. 
With their predilection for the oral and the auditory, 
devotees venerating the Prophet transformed the object 
of their affection into a highly symbolic “soundspace,” 
in which a vision of the Messenger could be induced 
through pious utterances.70
 The earliest extant representation of the Prophet that 
visually expresses the conceptual notion of Muhammad 
as God’s concretized kalima dates from circa 1400 (fig. 
7).71 It appears in the form of a tinted sketch that depicts 
the Prophet Muhammad on Buraq’s back and accom-
panied by the angel Gabriel, while a number of other 
angels in a rocky landscape present the Prophet with 
various offerings. This sketch includes the foundations 
of the painterly process: red highlights are applied to 
Gabriel’s hair, Muhammad’s turban top, Buraq’s saddle 
and crown, the angels’ hair and crowns, and the stars in 
the sky.
The artist has sketched out the faces of the angels, 
Gabriel, and Buraq. The Prophet Muhammad, on the 
other hand, is neither provided with facial features such 
as a mouth, nose, or eyes nor is his face left blank, to 
be covered later with a painted veil. Rather, the oval 
of his face is inscribed with a written vocative state-
ment reading: Yā Muammad! (O Muhammad!). This 
inscribed portrait contains an infra-inscription, that is, 
an inscription not meant to be seen in the finished prod-
uct. This kind of representation portrays the Prophet as 
a bodily shell containing verbal components, giving him 
volume and presence through two very dissimilar tech-
niques of depiction: that of physiognomic form com-
bined with inscribed verbal enunciation. 
Although this sketch may be pushed aside as a sol-
itary example of a hermetic practice peculiar to one 
artist active at the turn of the fifteenth century, other 
inscribed portraits occur in later centuries, thus indicat-
ing that this particular procedure was at the center of a 
long-lived albeit overlooked pictorial tradition not only 
Fig. 7. The Prophet Muhammad on Buraq and accompa-
nied by Gabriel. Sketch with brown wash, red paint, and gold 
highlights, possibly Shiraz, ca. 1390–1410. Pozzi Collection, 
Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, Geneva, 1971-107/406. (Photo: 
Christiane Gruber)
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faces by means of emblazoned forenames. The inscrib-
ing of ʿAli’s name in particular suggests that, even if it 
is unclear whether this artistic practice emerged from 
within a Sunni or Shiʿi milieu, it could be adapted and 
applied to representations of ʿAli, and not just images 
of Muhammad.74
These kalima portraits—consisting of facial traits 
made up of letters calling out names in the vocative—
become activated by the pen and the voice of the art-
ist, who either seeks to invoke a form through words 
or performs an oral prayer directed towards Muham-
mad and, in some cases, ʿAli. It shows a clear connec-
tion between orality, faith, and portraiture, where the 
pious, written, and uttered word helps to bring about 
the presence of an individual. An aspirant’s desire to see 
the Prophet usually through oral, but here inscribed, 
surrounded by a gold, flaming nimbus, is inscribed with 
his name in the vocative, while ʿAli’s face is inscribed 
with the vocative Yā ʿ Alī! (O ʿ Ali!). ʿ Ali’s attendant, who 
is holding a horse, however, bears facial features marked 
in red and black ink on a gray ground, showing that he 
is not worthy of being named or exclaimed. 
The juxtaposition of Muhammad’s and ʿAli’s facial 
imprints with the attendant’s facial features substan-
tiates the hypothesis that the inscribed names do not 
constitute mere labels helping the artist determine the 
figures’ placement in his composition. This is not an 
instance of an Islamic cartolino or name tag. Rather, 
the inscribed names carry with them other qualities 
of religious importance to the artist, who purposefully 
and consciously decided, either by personal faith or by 
inherited artistic custom (or both), to portray sacred 
Fig. 8. The Battle of Khaybar, from al-Nishapuri’s Qia al-anbiyāʾ (Stories of the Prophets), Qazvin, ca. 1570–80. Keir Col-
lection, London, Ms. III.234.90, fol. 306r. (Photo: Christiane Gruber)
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al-ikam (Bezels of Wisdom) that “prayer brings about 
the emergence of non-being (ʿadam) to being (wujūd)” 
by the activation of a mental image through devotional 
worship.77 That is, when a man’s desires are so intense, 
the utterance of a pious sound can generate a visual 
counterpart, itself concretized through an imagetext. 
Whether in mystical writings or visual materials, the 
consensus appears clear: the statement of a desire or 
the optative expression of an agent’s wish can initiate 
a series of material images bound by the parameters of 
pious personal imagination. In such cases, representa-
tions of Muhammad can achieve completion through 
the creative force of the artist’s oral praise and his fur-
tive inscription below the painted surface of his com-
position, a practice which bears intriguing similarities 
to Sufi practices of orally imagining the Prophet’s form 
and presence.
These verbalized figures of the Prophet represent 
the portraitists’ intentions and are not meant for the 
beholder of the picture. On the other hand, other paint-
ings bearing supra-inscriptions, that is, the Prophet’s 
name written above his facial veil, suggest that an art-
ist could use visible verbal proclamations of the Prophet 
as vehicles for visualizing the entirety of his being. In 
such cases, the picture’s viewer is forced to conceive 
of the prophetic corpus through the double agency of 
visual and verbal expression, using his imaginative fac-
ulty (khiyāl) to symbolically expand and complete the 
picture before his eyes.
The Prophet’s ascension continues to serve as the the-
matic medium for kalima representations, as seen in 
a Safavid painting included in the Kulliyyāt (Compen-
dium of Poems) by Amir Khusraw Dihlavi (d. 725), 
produced in Iran circa 1580 (fig. 9). Here, Muhammad 
sits on Buraq with his palms outstretched in a posi-
tion of prayer, while Gabriel, holding a green banner 
with inscriptions invoking God, Muhammad, and ʿAli, 
accompanies him on the left. Unfortunately, Buraq’s 
face has been scratched out. On the other hand, Muham-
mad’s white facial veil has not been defiled; rather, 
it seems that the manuscript’s owner, or perhaps the 
painting’s artist, thought it unwise to erase the Proph-
et’s form, especially his head. Instead, an inscription 
written on top of his facial veil praises him by calling 
forth his name in the exclamatory “Yā Muammad!”. 
 invocation gives these particular kinds of representa-
tions the potential to transform into a communion—
visual, graphic, and oral all at once —between the artist 
and the object of his affection. In fact, when the mimetic 
technique of shamāʾil remains insufficient, the artist 
opts for speech and its epigraphic rendition, both of 
which bear the potential for capturing a deeper mean-
ing, itself written into the infrastructure of the paint-
ing proper.
These underpaintings reveal the private, undercover 
world of the artist, who uses verbal and pictorial topoi 
to call forth the presence of the Prophet by means of 
his inscribed portrait, and by means of an infra-inscrip-
tion meant to remain buried under paint. Such depic-
tions of the Prophet go far beyond the boundaries of 
mimetic description by including the artist’s otherwise 
camouflaged invocation, furtively evoking the Proph-
et’s persona through the graphic mode. The sketch and 
painting therefore exemplify some of the unpremedi-
tated conceptions of personhood within Islamic tradi-
tions, which manifest themselves upon close scrutiny 
at the pictorial level. These conceptions include the art-
ist’s metaphysical imagining of the Prophet’s visibility 
as made manifest via the combination of figural depic-
tion, verbal inscription, and oral invocation.
 This practice of combining prayer with mental imag-
ing, by which an individual may envision the Prophet’s 
spirit inhabiting the vessel of the image, finds strong 
echoes in Sufi devotional texts from the twelfth to the 
fourteenth centuries. For example, in his Qāb qawsayn 
(The Space of Two Bows),75 al-Jili describes how a mys-
tic can use visual aids to continuously recall the Proph-
et’s image and therewith reach spiritual realization. He 
notes: “I have only described for you his [the Prophet’s] 
physical form to enable you to picture it in your mind…
If you cannot do this constantly, then at least summon 
this noble image in all its perfection while you are bless-
ing him.”76 Al-Jili describes the beckoning of an image 
through the unremitting oral prayers characteristic of 
Sufi practices. In the two kalima compositions, just as 
in Sufi thought, the active vox of the painter likewise 
transforms Muhammad’s cognomen into a praise name, 
by which the artist spells out, commemorates, and ulti-
mately visualizes the Prophet.
Ibn ʿArabi also describes how a life form can mate-
rialize through contemplation. He states in his Fuū 
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In a similar manner, Ottoman artists, who also were 
active in including or adding supra-inscriptions to the 
Prophet’s and other figures’ veils, continued the prac-
tice of eliding facial traits into inscribed prayer. This 
practice is used in a painting of the Prophet and ʿAli 
visiting their own graves in Medina at night with their 
companions, as included in a Persian manuscript 
of the Ottoman Turkish-language poem by Fuzuli 
(d. 1556) entitled adīqat al-suʿadāʾ (Garden of the 
Blessed) (fig. 10).78 The Prophet’s (now barely visible) 
name, in the vocative case, is inscribed over his veil 
immediately below his green turban, in a similar man-
ner as ʿAli’s name. Unlike the Prophet and ʿAli, other 
persons such as ʿUthman and ʿUmar in the lower right 
corner have their names simply labeled on their tur-
bans, rather than proclaimed with the exclamative yā! 
on their faces. 
In other copies of Fuzuli’s text that fell into Otto-
man hands, pictorial manipulation and textual editing 
show that sectarian concerns could play out on the pic-
ture plane, in some cases reaffirming the Shiʿi cause by 
stressing ʿAli’s high rank through pictured oral invo-
cation while, in other cases, advancing the Sunni cause 
by crossing out prayer formulas directed to prominent 
Shiʿi figures.79 Within the context of Sunni-Shiʿi power 
struggles over the course of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, kalima representations of Muham-
mad therefore appear to have been deployed and used 
as visual tools by both sides to assert their competing 
claims to religious and political legitimacy as well as 
prophetic legacy.
The practice of adding a vocative statement above 
Muhammad’s facial veil proves that the evocation of a 
prophetic presence does not just constitute part of the 
inceptive procedures of artistic creation but also makes 
a strong case for the active response by the beholder of 
the image, whether artist or owner, operating within 
particular religio-cultural circumstances. In other 
words, the picture’s viewer forges a dynamic and dis-
cursive relationship based on the following principles: 
the painting tells a story in pictorial terms buttressed 
by its laudatory text, while the viewer inscribes pious, 
and at times even sectarian, meaning into its pigments. 
The vocative yā!, which calls to mind Ave Maria salu-
tations included in a number of fourteenth- century 
The Prophet no longer exists as a being defined through 
a form, but takes on fuller dimensions through an addi-
tive verbal veneration. His facial veil transforms into a 
blank slate for the expression of piety, and his “portrait” 
thus becomes the record of a written and oral tradi-
tion of invocation couched in verbo-pictorial terms. The 
inscribed portrait of the Prophet here emerges from—
as well as incites—oral prayer on the viewer’s, rather 
than the artist’s, part.
Fig. 9. The Prophet Muhammad’s ascension, from Amir 
Khusraw Dihlavi’s Kulliyyāt (Compendium of Poems), Yazd 
or Shiraz, ca. 1580. The British Library, London, Ms. Add. 
21104, fol. 317r. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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similar images in European pictorial traditions, “[t]he
object or idea to be remembered is privately overwrit-
ten with an image that absorbs and subordinates its 
prototype, a case of the signifier overwhelming the sig-
nified.”81 In other words, the viewer’s interaction—his 
overwriting—gives the prophetic body new signifi-
cance and subsumes the imagetext within new systems 
of meaning. In the context of the early modern period, 
paintings of the Virgin Mary, likewise prompts the 
viewer to read the words aloud, thereby educing an 
interactive response.80 The prayer formula, or obse-
cratio, by which the human aspirant implores a pro-
phetic entity to make itself manifest, translates, at least 
at the pictorial level, into a verbal desideratum of optical 
 visibility written over and replacing the Prophet’s facial 
features. As Peter Parshall has noted with regard to 
Fig. 10. The Prophet Muhammad and Imam ʿAli visiting their graves with their companions, from Fuzuli’s adīqat al-suʿadāʾ 
(Garden of the Blessed), text transcribed possibly in Shiraz ca. 1550–1600 and painting dated 1118 (1706). The British 
Library, London, Ms. Or. 12009, fol. 66v. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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 terrestrial boundaries and physical restrictions. The 
author states:
He departed from this world with the prison of his
 body
And it was the spirit of his heart that reached God’s 
 abode.
His heavenly spirit jumped out of its cage 
His body became heavier than his heart.
these systems of meaning are linked to textual presenta-
tions of prophetic praise, at times combined with other 
elements clearly indicative of a Sunni or Shiʿi parti pris.
The viewer’s or artist’s inscribing of Muhammad’s 
name onto his facial veil suggests that the written 
word, especially in its vocative form, has the concep-
tual potential of converting a physical frame into a 
live body imbued with spirit and presence through the 
medium of the participant’s animated response. Such 
a phenomenon bears parallels in mystical texts as well. 
For example, al-Jazuli notes in his popular prayer man-
ual Dalāʾil al-khayrāt (Proofs of Good Deeds), itself a 
text of immense popularity in Ottoman lands,82 that a 
certain man felt the transfigurative intensity of writing 
down Muhammad’s name. The man admits: “As soon 
as ever I wrote the name of Muhammad (peace be upon 
him) in a book, I spoke a blessing on him, and my Lord 
granted me what my eye had not seen nor ear heard, nor 
has occurred to the heart of a mortal man.”83 In both 
the painting and al-Jazuli’s text, the written word, cou-
pled with a blessing or oral prayer, transforms an epi-
graphic symbol into an experience of the totality of the 
Prophet’s being. In other words, letters have the ability 
to transmute into the graphic mediators of personhood.
Beyond sectarian concerns, methods of inscribing 
the Prophet’s name, either hidden under his facial veil 
or inscribed upon it, reveal man’s need to give material 
form to a more metaphysical or emblematic Muham-
mad. The idea of an “all-inclusive” Muhammad appears 
in a number of Persian poetic texts as well, whose figu-
rative language oftentimes migrates into the visual arts. 
For example, the celebrated poet Nizami (d. 1218) pro-
vides several introductory eulogies (naʿt) to the Prophet 
and his ascension in his poem entitled Makhzan al-asrār 
(Treasury of Secrets). Inserted into the encomium to 
Muhammad’s ascension belonging to a Persian manu -
script copy of Nizami’s text produced in 1441,84 a 
painting omits the winged steed Buraq and the Proph-
et’s body, replacing the latter with a flaming gold disk 
inscribed in its center with Muhammad’s name (fig. 11).
Why is it that, in this particular instance, the Proph-
et’s body disappears entirely from a depiction of his 
own ascension? The question can be answered at least 
in part by examining Nizami’s complementary text, 
which describes the Prophet’s ascent as a release from 
Fig. 11. The Prophet Muhammad as a gold disk ascend-
ing through the heavens, from Nizami’s Makhzan al-asrār 
(Treasury of Secrets), western India, 844 (1441). Topkapı 
Palace Library, Istanbul, Ms. H. 774, fol. 4v. (Photo: Chris-
tiane Gruber)
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is stated that God sent a light (nūr), or an illuminat-
ing torch (sirājan munīran), and a book (kitāb) to his 
people to lead them out of darkness.87 Exegetes inter-
preted these verses as evidence that God communicates 
with humans through His Book (the Qurʾan) and His 
Prophet, who himself crystallizes into a luminous sub-
stance indicative of divine revelation.
Many Sayings of the Prophet further elaborate upon 
the concept of the nūr Muammad. For example, the 
famous hadith compiler al-Bukhari (d. 870) states that, 
“whenever he went in darkness, [the Prophet] had light 
shining around him like the moonlight.”88 In a similar 
manner, biographers of the Prophet such as the thir-
teenth-century Andalusian judge (qāī) al-Yahsubi 
(d. 1149) and the blind Turkish author al-Darir (four-
teenth century) often included eyewitness accounts in 
their texts to illustrate the Prophet’s blinding luminos-
ity. For mystical writers like al-Tustari (d. 896) and 
Ibn ʿArabi, Muhammad symbolized the prime matter 
of light from which all beings issued,89 thus linking pre-
existence with post-existence, or creation with man-
ifestation.90 Finally, thirteenth-century Persian poets 
such as Nizami and Farid al-Din ʿAttar (d. 1230) fur-
ther elaborated upon the notion of the nūr Muammad 
in their eulogistic compositions to the Prophet, in order 
to describe him as a primal man freed from temporal 
space. In all of these texts, Muhammad is described as 
the cosmic and luminous prototype of all humanity.
 Through the authority of their own particular lit-
erary genres, exegetes, biographers, and poets helped 
to fashion the pervasive belief in Muhammad as a pri-
mordial light and luminous body derived from God’s 
incandescent essence and emitted as creative substance 
into the world. These sustained efforts gave rise to the 
notion of the nūr Muammad, or the “light of Muham-
mad.” This conceptualization of the prophetic corpus 
stipulates that God epiphanized Himself as light, which 
then manifested itself as the light of Muhammad, from 
which the entire universe came into existence prior to 
the Prophet’s later physical manifestation on earth.
 Using terms derived from the Qurʾan and tinting 
them with poetical expressions, Persian Sufi poets in 
particular developed new concepts about Muhammad’s 
physicality and God’s substance, alongside related 
visionary experiences. In his Haft paykar (Seven Icons), 
The First Tablet received from mīm and dāl
The circle of the empire and the line of perfection. 
Describe a circle with your finger,
So that whatever exists may be bestowed upon you.
The source of the sun, dependent on him
Is but half the crescent moon on the night of his ascen-
 sion.85
In his poem, Nizami describes Muhammad’s ascension 
through the skies and into the domain of the Lord as 
a casting off of physical being and as a spiritual and 
devotional escape from a bodily cage (qafas). He also 
equates the letters of Muhammad’s name—particularly 
the mīm (m) and dāl (d)—with the primordial Tablet 
(law) containing God’s decrees: the initial, spherical 
mīm of Muhammad’s name corresponds to the shape 
of the globe and the sun,86 while the incised, linear dāl 
represents the descent to earth of God’s creation. 
Through the image of a circle, both poet and art-
ist attempt to embrace Muhammad as a creative force, 
as an all-encompassing disk, and as a life-giving epi-
graphic carving of God’s primordial laws, that is, His 
divine kalima. The Prophet dematerializes into an alle-
gorical stand-in for sacred creation, the entirety of the 
cosmos, and the “source of the sun”—a poetical image 
that the artist has attempted to convey by depicting the 
Prophet as God’s inscribed, encircled, and radiant disk. 
As in other inscribed or graphic renderings of the pro-
phetic corpus, this depiction of Muhammad appears 
indebted to the metaphorical language that developed 
under the aegis of Persian poetry.
THE NŪR MUAMMAD: DEPICTING 
THE PROPHET’S PRIMAL RADIANCE
As Nizami describes in his Makhzan al-asrār, the 
Prophet is deemed the luminous “source of the sun” 
and the primal cause for the existence of all living 
beings. The idea that God created Muhammad as the 
light source of the entire physical and spiritual world 
pervades a large number of Islamic texts penned from 
the first centuries of Islam until today. The Qurʾan itself 
mentions in several places a glowing light or lamp that 
writers understood as a metaphor for Muhammad. In 
two Qurʾanic verses (5:15 and 33:46), for example, it 
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strategy: the prophetic blaze (ghurrat al-nubuwwa),93 a 
symbolic manifestation of God’s creative light emanat-
ing from and sometimes wholly enveloping Muham-
mad’s corporeal self.
 One of the earliest extant paintings utilizing the pro-
phetic blaze to emphasize the Prophet’s physical self 
appears in the ascension encomium included in a Timu-
rid manuscript of ʿAttar’s Maniq al-ayr (The Speech 
of the Birds), completed in Herat in 1456 (fig. 12).94 
The painting represents the Prophet sitting atop Buraq 
in the center of the composition. Muhammad’s face is 
covered by a rectangular gold veil—most likely added 
at a later date—and part of his left cheek remains vis-
ible, suggesting that his facial features were depicted 
before being camouflaged by gold paint. From under 
the veil appear his two long black hair plaits, which 
extend down to his waist. He wears a white turban and 
bears a flaming gold halo around his head as he lifts both 
hands in a gesture of supplication. Around Muhammad 
for example, Nizami describes Gabriel commanding the 
Prophet to traverse the celestial spheres (“for you’re the 
moon” [māh tū’ī]),91 and illuminate them with his own 
light. Further, Muhammad, whose luminescent quality 
is compared to a lamp (charāgh), must also “give the 
stars blooms of light.”92 To the stars, he gives his col-
ors and his own light, cloaking the firmament with his 
radiant attributes. 
While writers such as Nizami attempted to depict the 
sum total of the Prophet Muhammad’s being as a com-
pound of pre-existential time and its encounter with 
the temporal universe, artists appear to have drawn 
inspiration from texts describing the nūr Muammad, 
 following suit with their own compositions. They, too, 
considered the Prophet both numinous and luminous, 
as well as immaterial but not disembodied. This hybrid 
concept of the Prophet—as a dual substance, or a com-
bination of physical body and non-physical being—
necessitated the development of one principal pictorial 
Fig. 12. The Prophet Muhammad’s ascension, from ʿAttar’s Maniq al-ayr (The Speech of the Birds), probably Herat, 860 
(1456). Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, Ms. Oct. 268, fol. 13r. (Photo: courtesy of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin)
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reporting his physical characteristics—a technique that 
reverberates strongly in the original painting’s heavy 
use of gold. 
For ʿAttar and other mystical poets, seeing the Prophet 
in all his dimensions had very little to do with an opti-
cal experience. They believed that real sight occurs not 
through ocular perception, but by means of the eye of 
the heart (dīda-i dil) or the eye of the soul (dīda-i jān). 
For instance, in his exordium on the Prophet’s ascen-
sion, ʿ Attar states: “For the eye of the soul, meeting with 
you [Muhammad] is sufficient.”97 To grasp the essence 
of the Prophet, it appears that the “eye of the soul” must 
levitate through the upwards movement of communal 
prayer. Here, the author concludes with the following 
declaration: 
From the orisons of the Light of that Ocean of Mystery
For the whole community prayer became obligatory.98
The Prophet as the Light of that Secret Ocean (nūr-i ān 
dariyā-yi rāz) is the ultimate goal of his community’s 
prayer (namāz). Even though his essence appears as a 
large and enigmatic numinous body, the believer can 
attain this higher, formless realm through the catalyst 
of prayer. As a result, it is possible to suggest that the 
accompanying painting inserted in ʿAttar’s exordium 
was intended to fulfill a similar role: it could have served 
as a visual prompt for imagining the Prophet through 
prayer, not form. The orison’s terms are couched in alle-
gorical figures of speech, whereby the Prophet’s persona 
is called forth by his primordial nūr. Such methods of 
abstracting the prophetic body as deployed in poetry 
and the pictorial arts were not just linked to prohibi-
tory impulses; they could also elevate the viewer’s vision 
beyond the realm of form while simultaneously over-
coming the disloyalty of mimetic depiction.
These textual and pictorial ways of giving preemi-
nence to the Prophet’s cosmic, primordial essence over 
his human qualities and physical characteristics appear 
in other illustrated texts as well. For example, the idea 
that Muhammad exists as primordial light and creative 
flux is further developed in al-Yahsubi’s much loved bio-
graphical work, Kitāb al-Shifāʾ bi-taʿrīf uqūq al-Muafā 
(Healing by the Recognition of the Rights of the Chosen 
One).99 In his text, al-Yahsubi records various eyewit-
ness reports about the Prophet’s luminous nature in a 
section he calls simply “The Nūr Muammad.”
and Buraq, five angels fly on gold swirling clouds that 
hide their bodies from the waist down. The angels carry 
a number of offerings, including a gold dish, a blue jug 
on a gold platter, a blue-green cushion, a gold platter 
with two cups, and a gold and white crown. Located on 
a blue sky with no other details suggestive of time and 
space, the painting has been elevated to an emblem of 
mystical worship.
The gold veil may have been added after the paint-
ing’s original production for one of two reasons: either 
post-1500 pictorial traditions of representing the 
Prophet with a facial veil prompted a posteriori emen-
dations of pre-1500 representations of the Prophet;95 or 
a subsequent artist may have attempted to create a pic-
torial correspondence between the image and ʿAttar’s 
text in order to bring it in line with the widespread con-
cept of the nūr Muammad. If the latter, then how did 
the artist draw upon the Maniq al-ayr or, rather, what 
is the relationship between the author’s text and the 
altered image? 
In the introductory section entitled “In Praise of the 
Prophet” (dar naʿt-i hażrat-i Rasūl), ʿAttar turns the 
story of the Prophet’s ascension into a vehicle for prais-
ing the nūr Muammad. The Prophet’s luminous qual-
ities are described in the following verses:
Sun of the Divine Law and Ocean of Certitude
Light of the World, a Mercy for the Worlds,
Lord of Creation and Sultan over all,
The Sun of the Soul and the Belief of All.
Describing Muhammad as primordial light and sub-
stance, the author continues:
The purpose of his light was created beings,
It was the origin of inexistences and existences.
That which appeared from the Invisible of the Invisible
Was his Pure Light without a doubt.
His light since it was the origin of existences,
His essence since it was the bestower of every essence.96
In ʿAttar’s exordium, the Prophet Muhammad appears 
as Pure Essence (<āt-i pāk), Light of the World (nūr-i 
ʿālam), Pure Light (nūr-i pāk), and Majestic Light (nūr-i 
muʿaam). He also glows like the moon (māh), the sun 
(āftāb), or a candle (shamʿ), and his primordial lumi-
nescence gives birth to all things seen and unseen. The 
author’s conceptual description of the protagonist’s 
radiant quintessence supersedes any attempts at merely 
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eighteenth century had to confront these texts, paying 
close attention to their highly symbolic contents while 
folding them within the norms of their own pictorial 
traditions. One such text is the Siyer-i Nebī (Biography 
In a manuscript copy of al-Yahsubi’s text dated 1759, 
the section on the “Light of Muhammad” includes an 
image of the Prophet with his hands upraised in a posi-
tion of prayer, squatting frontally on a bed of flow-
ers and creating a florid explosion of colors below 
his person—a pictorial adaptation of the philosophi-
cal precept that Muhammad serves as an ever-flour-
ishing “Tree of Being” (fig. 13). Muhammad’s face is 
not veiled but swallowed up by the radiance of his pro-
phetic nūr, which turns into a large blaze above his tur-
ban. Behind a hilly landscape, three men look at him in 
awe and enter into discussion with one another. In the 
text immediately before and after the image, the Proph-
et’s companions discuss Muhammad and his superhu-
man attributes.
Al-Yahsubi records three companions speaking 
about the luminous qualities of the Prophet Muham-
mad. For example, the Prophet’s companion Ibn ʿ Abbas 
states: “When he laughed and his teeth showed, it was 
like a flash of lightning or they [his teeth] seemed as 
white hailstones. When he spoke, it was like light issu-
ing from between his teeth.”100 The second compan-
ion, Abu Hurayra, follows suit by stating: “I have not 
seen anything more beautiful than the Messenger of 
God. It was as if the sun were shining in his face. When 
he laughed, it [his light] reflected off the wall.”101 And 
finally, the third companion, Ibn Abi Hala, simply 
notes: “His face shone like the moon.”102 
For Ibn ʿAbbas and his friends, Muhammad is the 
possessor of the face of light (āib wajh al-nūr),103 
whose effulgent luminescence overwhelms and over-
takes the whole of his facial features, transforming them 
from physical matter into shooting rays of light. It is this 
visible, yet primordial, illumination that is elevated to 
the rank of cosmic entity and heralded as the universal 
source of revelation, life, and existence. The late Otto-
man artist of this painting—guided, it seems, more by 
allegorical expression than by a putative ban on fig-
ural imagery—here attempts to convey this complex 
idea of the nūr Muammad through his composition, in 
which the Prophet’s flaming nimbus entirely subsumes 
his face, turning even his facial veil into golden light.
Biographers of the Prophet after al-Yahsubi contin-
ued to transmit information about the nūr Muammad, 
and artists who illustrated biographies even as late as the 
Fig. 13. The Light of Muhammad (Nūr Muammad), from 
al-Yahsubi’s Kitāb al-Shifāʾ bi-taʿrīf uqūq al-Muafā (Heal-
ing by the Recognition of the Rights of the Chosen One), 
possibly north Africa, text dated 1172 (1759) and painting 
from ca. 1900. The New York Public Library, Spencer Col-
lection, Turk Ms. 4, fol. 101r. (Photo: Christiane Gruber)
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unto himself, as a “world of lights” (nūrlar ʿ ālemi) and a 
“world of secrets” (esrār ʿ ālemi).109 Al-Darir’s emphasis 
on the Prophet’s light as a concealed and invisible sub-
stance—itself indicative of an undisclosed and sacred 
universe—can explain at least in part why artists con-
fronting this text saw the necessity to veil the Proph-
et’s face while simultaneously attempting to convey his 
ineffable luminosity by means of the prophetic blaze 
(fig. 14). Such procedures of pictorial abstraction as 
linked to the prophetic body appear to be more than 
just a roundabout way to avoid figural representation; 
rather, they disclose a complexity and nuance that 
emerge from sustained efforts in the domains of liter-
ary production and of artistic practice to describe and 
imagine the Prophet Muhammad beyond the restric-
tive boundaries of mimetic description.
The concept of the nūr Muammad as developed 
in these many texts and paintings reveals a number 
of attempts over a vast period of time to describe the 
Prophet Muhammad as an immaterial substance too 
brilliant to behold but nonetheless contained in a cor-
poreal vessel perceptible by the human eye. Representa-
tions attempt to convey the diametrically opposed forces 
at work in such procedures of depicting the Prophet—
procedures that are caught between the wish to disclose 
Muhammad’s mortal physical presence and the drive to 
veil his immortal luminous nature. The visual antipodes 
of exposing and concealing are negotiated here through 
the intermediary of the flaming nimbus and the facial 
veil. Muhammad’s primordial irradiation transforms 
him into a supra-sensory life form and yet discloses the 
powerful conjunction of opposing forces that consist of 
light and its encounter with matter.
In paintings representing the Prophet as primordial 
light, artists utilized the incandescent medium of the 
prophetic blaze not only to describe Muhammad’s pri-
mordial nature but also as a means of demonstrating, 
and potentially activating, the pious remembrance of 
the Prophet of Islam. One can imagine that viewers, in 
their turn, responded to such paintings in an interactive 
fashion, much as with the portraits containing voca tive 
supra-invocations. 
Pious responses to paintings are unfortunately not 
recorded in textual sources; thus, it is difficult to deter-
mine how a viewer may have reacted to such  paintings. 
of the Prophet), originally written in 1388 in Anato-
lian Turkish by the author al-Darir. Al-Darir’s biogra-
phy of the Prophet was executed for the Mamluk Sultan 
Barquq (r. 1382–89 and 1390–99), who wished to have 
a biography of the Prophet written in the Turkish lan-
guage. Abiding by the Mamluk ruler’s wish, al-Darir 
composed his text by freely translating into Anatolian 
Turkish the version of Ibn Ishaq’s Sīrat al-Nabī (Biogra-
phy of the Prophet) composed by al-Bakri (fl. thirteenth 
century).104 The Siyer-i Nebī became well regarded in 
Ottoman lands during the sixteenth century, at which 
time a number of works were translated into Turkish 
from Arabic and Persian, in order to strengthen the 
Ottoman Sunni cause.105 Its popularity, moreover, was 
further solidified thanks to its production as an illus-
trated, five-volume manuscript completed in 1595–96 
by the order of the Ottoman Sultan Murad III (r. 1574–
95).106
Artists in the Ottoman royal book atelier in Istan-
bul were faced with certain iconographic choices deriv-
ing both from the text’s descriptions and from their 
own pictorial traditions as they created the most exten-
sive surviving program representing the Prophet at all 
stages of his life. Although the white facial veil was 
applied systematically to depictions of Muhammad in 
the illustrated Siyer-i Nebī of 1595–96, Ottoman art-
ists nevertheless could have turned to al-Darir’s text for 
further inspiration, thus making the issue of prophetic 
representation not just one of strict prohibition but of 
image-text interaction as well.
In his text, al-Darir pays particular attention to the 
idea of the nūr Muammad with reference to Muham-
mad’s parents. The author describes the transference of 
the Prophet’s primordial nūr from his father ʿAbdallah 
to his mother Amina until she herself became radi-
ant while pregnant with Muhammad. Al-Darir fur-
ther describes Muhammad’s luminosity as the “light of 
prophethood” (peygamberlik nūrı) in an autonomous 
section entirely dedicated to the subject.107 In his dis-
cussion of the nūr Muammad, the author states that 
God’s primordial light, from which He created all lights, 
spirits, and prophets, consisted of the Prophet’s illumi-
nation, itself made of white light that remains hidden 
(gizli) from all human beings.108 The Prophet Muham-
mad, the author then concludes, exists as a cosmos 
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images of the prophets Adam, Noah, Abraham, and 
Muhammad. We are told that when the Prophet’s por-
trait (ūrat) was taken out, it was as luminous as the sun 
and better than any beautiful form. When the compan-
ions looked at this portrait, “teardrops streamed like 
stars from their eyes, and a longing for the Prophet was 
renewed in their hearts.”110 This story not only serves 
to prove that “portraiture (tavīr) is not without justi-
fication,”111 but also provides evidence for the affective 
response that an audience might have experienced upon 
contemplating a concretized light image of the Prophet 
Muhammad.112
FROM LOGOS TO LIGHT
Representations of the Prophet Muhammad depicting 
the totality of his physical characteristics—as the resul-
tant presence of an inscribed vocative and as primor-
dial light—attempt to convey his multifaceted makeup 
as both existential body and atemporal presence. They 
hover in an intermediary visual zone between mimetic 
representation and the total abstraction of form in an 
attempt to define the elusive nature of the prophetic 
corpus. For these reasons, artists’ creative output 
resulted from their drive to capture Muhammad’s inner 
reality, divorced from accidental matter and temporal 
concerns and yet entirely derived from both. Through 
pictorial metaphors and such hybrid “memory images,” 
artists primarily working within Persian and Turkish 
cultural spheres from circa 1200 to 1800 sought to 
portray the Prophet in the full sum of his life form, as 
celestial essence and human being.
Although some paintings can be circumscribed in 
part by prohibitive impulses, or burdened by icono-
clastic practices within Islamic traditions, many others, 
particularly those produced in Persian lands until the 
present day (fig. 15), prove that a putative ban on figural 
imagery has not historically constituted the principal 
driving force behind the nonfigurative elements used 
in representations of the Prophet. To the contrary, the 
overwhelming belief in a metaphorical Muhammad—as 
a unity of being, a primordial flux, a perfect man, and an 
eternal prototype—compelled artists to engage in con-
ceptual thought and, as a consequence, to experiment 
with a wide variety of visual abstractions. 
In at least once instance, however, we are told how 
onlookers were brought to tears when gazing upon a 
“light” image of the Prophet. The anecdote describes 
how a number of the Prophet’s companions visited 
the Byzantine emperor Heraclius (r. 610–41), who 
brought in a box, called the “box of witnessing” (andūq 
al-shahāda). This box included a number of drawers or 
compartments containing pieces of silk with painted 
Fig. 14. The Prophet Muhammad’s revelations at Mount 
Hira, from al-Darir’s Siyer-i Nebī (Biography of the Prophet), 
Istanbul, 1003 (1595–96). Topkapı Palace Library, Istanbul, 
Ms. H. 1222, fol. 158v. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Pal-
ace Library)
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Between 1200 and 1600, a few broad lines of  pictorial 
development are clearly discernable: veristic depictions 
of the Prophet mark the period between circa 1200 and 
1400; inscribed portraits develop circa 1400 at the latest; 
and light and veiled representations eventually domi-
nate from around 1500 onward. Although it is difficult 
to untangle the exact forces behind each one of these 
“movements” in prophetic representation, a few prelim-
inary suggestions can nevertheless be offered. 
First, the placement of veristic representations in 
historical and biographical illustrated texts follows the 
expository mode, itself used to explain the life and deeds 
of the Prophet. Narrative textual and visual clarity domi -
nates in this early period, and serves as an effective 
mechanism to teach Islamic thought in Persian lands 
from the Ghaznavid to the Timurid periods. Drawing 
upon Arabic and Persian shamāʾil texts, artists created 
recognizable “portraits” of the Prophet by representing 
his specific physical (e.g., large eyes, long hair plaits) 
and vestmental (e.g., the burda) attributes. The con-
cern with recordkeeping and knowledge transmission, 
along with a general ease with figural imagery, typifies 
this particular period of artistic activity.
In subsequent centuries, hybrid images emerge in 
illustrated poems. Such images appear indebted at least 
to some extent to mystical thought—especially the belief 
in an oral prayer’s ability to conjure up a vision of the 
prophetic body. They also bear witness to the applica-
tion of allegorical imagination (khiyāl) to visual pro-
duction. Inscribed portraits in particular can disclose 
sectarian concerns and thus prove to be one of the many 
battling grounds for political and religious authority. 
Veiled portraits emerged around 1500 in an early 
Safavid context, probably due to a constellation of fac-
tors linked to the newly emergent Sufi-Shiʿi synthesis. 
Nevertheless, Ottoman images of the veiled Prophet 
produced during the last quarter of the sixteenth cen-
tury may also be seen as a culmination of “sacralizing” 
procedures of iconography linked to a general growth 
in Ottoman-Islamic piety. In this period of “turning 
inward,” images of the veiled Prophet reached their 
peak while simultaneously acting as a direct challenge 
to, or a visible differentiation from, European picto-
rial traditions.113 
Despite the conjectural nature of understanding the 
various mechanisms by which images of the Prophet 
Persian writers and artists in particular understood 
that the Prophet’s likeness entails not just a process of 
physical identification but also a figurative approach to 
his singular properties, which could not be captured by 
mimetic or expository means. More specifically, paint-
ings that seek to create “images” of Muhammad that do 
not conform to the expository genre or do not condense 
his physical presence entirely to a graphic construct 
reveal a careful attention to distinguishing between the 
Prophet’s outer appearance and inner essence, a con-
ceptual dichotomy also developed in Persian historical 
and biographical texts, as well as in Sufi treatises and 
poems, during the pre-modern period. 
Fig. 15. The Prophet Muhammad with a radiant halo holds 
the Qurʾan. Postcard purchased in Iran in 2001. (Photo: 
Christiane Gruber)
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1. The controversy over the cartoons was so immense that it 
became an entry (“Jyllands-Posten Muhammad Cartoons 
Controversy”) in the popular online encyclopedia Wikipe-
dia. The Wikipedia entry includes all twelve original car-
toons published in the Jyllands-Posten and provides a con-
cise overview of the controversy. It also discusses freedom 
of the press, censorship, and (briefly) Islamic pictorial tra-
ditions. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jyllands-Posten_
Muhammad_cartoons#Islamic_tradition. For an artistic 
evaluation of the cartoons, see Art Spiegelman, “Drawing 
Blood: Outrageous Cartoons and the Art of Courage,” Har-
per’s Magazine 312/1873 (June 2006): 43–52.
2. In his research, Finbarr B. Flood points to the “waves” of 
iconoclastic practices in Islam, which waxed and waned 
over the centuries in a manner similar to other iconoclas-
tic moments in early Christian, Byzantine, and Protestant 
Europe: see Finbarr B. Flood, “Between Cult and Culture: 
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